neat Fermat and dual-Archimedean yarns having
about the same diameter and bias angle (fig. S2).
Diverse structural effects can potentially contribute to tensile actuation for coiled, two-end–tethered,
nonplied yarns, including conversion between twist
and writhe (in both uncoiled and coiled regions) and
changes in coil diameter, pitch, and yarn length. Although twist-to-writhe conversion (corresponding
to an increase in number of coils) would enhance
thermal contraction during actuation, optical microscopy indicates that total coil number does not measurably increase during actuation for either heavily
or lightly coiled, wax-filled, dual-Archimedean yarns.
These results suggest that tensile contraction is predominantly caused by a decrease in separation between neighboring coils.
Yarn coiling increases the negative thermal expansion of a neat twist-spun yarn by a factor of ~10.
Because these coiled neat yarns provide up to 7.3%
hysteresis-free contraction when lifting heavy loads
using temperature changes up to ~2560°C (Fig. 2B
and movie S4), these muscles can be deployed in
inert atmosphere to temperatures at which no other
high–work-capacity actuator can survive.
For applications in which yarn-size torsional and
tensile actuators are needed, the absence of electrolyte and associated packaging, the low required
voltages, and the high cycle life and energy and
power densities suggest the possibility of early commercial deployment. The main competing technology of NiTi shape memory metal actuators provides
highly hysteretic actuator strokes; actuator control is
complicated by the dependence of stroke on prior
history within a cycle (26). This history dependence
is small for the wax hybrid yarn results of Fig. 2A
and should be negligible for cycling a neat yarn or
any wax-filled yarn between molten states. However, as with shape memory metal wires and other
thermally powered actuators (26), electrothermal
energy conversion efficiency is low. Future pos-

sibilities include environmentally powered hybrid
muscles that open textile pores or close window
blinds when it is too hot, or actuate in response to
agents in the environment.
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Synthetic Lipid Membrane Channels
Formed by Designed DNA Nanostructures
Martin Langecker,1* Vera Arnaut,1* Thomas G. Martin,2* Jonathan List,1 Stephan Renner,1
Michael Mayer,3 Hendrik Dietz,2† Friedrich C. Simmel1†
We created nanometer-scale transmembrane channels in lipid bilayers by means of self-assembled
DNA-based nanostructures. Scaffolded DNA origami was used to create a stem that penetrated and spanned
a lipid membrane, as well as a barrel-shaped cap that adhered to the membrane, in part via 26 cholesterol
moieties. In single-channel electrophysiological measurements, we found similarities to the response of
natural ion channels, such as conductances on the order of 1 nanosiemens and channel gating. More
pronounced gating was seen for mutations in which a single DNA strand of the stem protruded into the
channel. Single-molecule translocation experiments show that the synthetic channels can be used to
discriminate single DNA molecules.
large class of proteins and peptides form
channels through lipid bilayer membranes
(1) to facilitate the transport of water, ions,
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or other entities through the otherwise impermeable membranes. Here, we report on a synthetic
membrane channel that is constructed entirely
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from DNA and anchored to a lipid membrane by
cholesterol side chains. The shape of our synthetic channel is inspired by the natural channel
protein a-hemolysin (2), although there are differences in physical properties such as charge,
hydrophobicity, and size.
We constructed the channel by means of molecular self-assembly with scaffolded DNA origami (3–9) (Fig. 1A). The channel consists of
two modules: (i) a stem that penetrates and spans
a lipid membrane, and (ii) a barrel-shaped cap
1
Lehrstuhl für Bioelektronik, Physics Department and ZNN/WSI,
Technische Universität München, 85748 Garching, Germany.
2
Walter Schottky Institute, Physics Department, Technische Universität München, 85748 Garching, Germany. 3Department of
Biomedical Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
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that adheres to the cis side of the membrane.
Adhesion to the lipid bilayer is mediated by 26
cholesterol moieties that are attached to the cisfacing surface of the barrel (Fig. 1A). The stem
protrudes centrally from the barrel and consists
of six double-helical DNA domains that form a
hollow tube. The interior of this tube acts as a
transmembrane channel, with a diameter of ~2 nm
and a length of ~42 nm, that runs through both
stem and barrel (Fig. 1, B and C).
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images taken from purified structures (Fig. 1D) confirmed that the intended shape is realized (text S1

and figs. S1 and S2) (10). Experiments with unilamellar lipid vesicles show that the synthetic
DNA channels bind to lipid bilayer membranes
(Fig. 1, E to G, text S2, and figs. S4 to S8) in
the desired orientation in which the cholesterolmodified face of the barrel forms a tight contact with the membrane and the stem appears
to protrude into the lipid bilayer (Fig. 1F and
fig. S9).
These observations suggested that the synthetic DNA channels could form membrane pores
as designed. Because the energetic cost for insertion of the charged DNA structure into the

Fig. 1. Synthetic DNA membrane channels. (A) Schematic illustration of the
channel formed by 54 double-helical DNA domains packed on a honeycomb
lattice. Cylinders indicate double-helical DNA domains. Red denotes transmembrane stem; orange strands with orange ellipsoids indicate cholesterol-modified
oligonucleotides that hybridize to single-stranded DNA adaptor strands. (B)
Geometric specifications of the transmembrane channel. Length L = 47 nm, tube
diameter D = 6 nm, inner diameter d = 2 nm. The length of the central channel
fully surrounded by DNA helices is 42 nm. The star symbol indicates the position
of a 7-base strand extension acting as a “defect” in channel “mutants” [l = 15 nm
for mutant M1 and l = 14 nm for mutant M2; see text S6 and caDNAno maps
www.sciencemag.org
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hydrophobic core of the lipid membrane would
be prohibitively high, membrane penetration is
thought to involve reorganization of the lipid bilayer around the charged stem structure, with the
hydrophilic lipid head groups oriented toward the
DNA structure (see text S3).
To demonstrate the electrical conductivity
of the resulting membrane pores, we performed
single-channel electrophysiological experiments
(11) using an integrated chip-based setup (fig.
S14) (12). We added synthetic DNA channels at
low concentrations (~200 pM) to the cis side of
the setup and applied voltage pulses to facilitate

(figs. S22 to S24)]. (C) Cross-sectional view through the channel when incorporated in a lipid bilayer. (D) Averaged negative-stain TEM images obtained from
purified DNA channel structures (class averages obtained from raw images
displayed in figs. S1 and S2). (E and F) Example TEM images of DNA channels
adhering to small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) made from POPC (1-palmitoyl-2oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) lipids. More images and a statistical analysis
of vesicle size distribution and binding efficiency are found in text S2 and figs. S4
to S9. (G) TEM image of DNA channels binding to an extended lipid bilayer in the
upper right part of the image. DNA channels are found predominantly on lipidcovered areas or sticking to SUVs (see text S2).
VOL 338
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incorporation into the membrane (13, 14) (fig.
S11A). As with biological channels, successful
membrane incorporation of individual synthetic
DNA channels manifested itself in a stepwise
increase in transmembrane current (Fig. 2A)
along with an increase in electrical noise (fig.
S11B). Depending on the preparation method,
we also observed incorporation of multiple DNA
channels into the same membrane (fig. S13). The
synthetic DNA channels displayed an average ohmic conductance of G = 0.87 T 0.15 nS
(ionic current I = 174 pA at 200 mV) per channel in a solution containing 1 M KCl and 2 mM
MgCl2 (Fig. 2, B and C). A simple geometrical model (1) predicts G = 0.78 nS for a channel with diameter of 2 nm and length of 42 nm
(text S4), which agrees favorably with what we
observe.
Many natural ion channels display current gating caused by switching between distinct channel
conformations with different conductances (1).
The synthetic DNA channels also displayed gating
behavior (Fig. 2D, traces i to iii), which may be
caused by thermal fluctuations of the structure.
We hypothesized that stochastic unzipping and
rezipping of short double-helical DNA domains
in the channel may also contribute to the observed
current gating. To test this idea, we designed three
channel “mutants” that differed from the “wildtype” channel only by a single-stranded heptanucleotide protruding from the central transmembrane
tube (Fig. 1B and text S6). The mutant channels
showed more pronounced gating than did wildtype channels (Fig. 2D, traces iv to vi), and they
also significantly differed in their gating time statistics (Fig. 2E and fig. S16). Every investigated
mutant channel displayed gating, whereas some
of the wild-type channels did not show gating at
all (Fig. 2D, trace i). Hence, the transmembrane
current depended on fine structural details of the
synthetic DNA channel.
In the past, nanoscale membrane pores have
shown great potential for use as single-molecule
biosensors (15–22), whose operation principle is
based on the transient blockage of ionic current
by analyte molecules. The type of sensing task
that can be accomplished with such “nanopores”
depends on their size and their chemical structure. Nanopore sensors based on naturally occurring membrane pores provide excellent electrical
properties, but altering the geometry of biological
pores and introducing chemical functions through
genetic engineering or chemical conjugation is
challenging. By contrast, the geometry of synthetic DNA objects (23, 24) and their chemical properties (24) can be tailored for custom nanopore
sensing applications. Here, we used our synthetic
DNA lipid membrane channel for single-molecule
studies of DNA hairpin unzipping and guanine
quadruplex (25) unfolding. Single-stranded DNA
is expected to fit through the 2-nm central pore of
the DNA channel, whereas larger DNA secondary structures such as hairpins or quadruplexes
are not (26, 27). To translocate through the DNA
channel, the structures must unzip or unfold as in

3s

Fig. 2. Electrical characterization performed on painted DPhPC (1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine) bilayers on a chip-based electrophysiology setup (an Ionera MECA-16 chip on a Nanion
Orbit platform). (A) Stepwise increase in ionic current during an incorporation event at V = 200 mV. (B)
Histogram of channel conductances obtained from 43 incorporation events. The black line depicts a
Gaussian fit. (C) Current-voltage dependence of the channel after incorporation. (D) Typical current traces
obtained from “wild-type” channels (i to iii) and “mutants” with modification M2 (iv to vi) (see text S6). (E)
Statistics of gating times for the wild-type (red) and mutant (gray) channels. Continuous lines correspond
to a monoexponential fit for the wild-type channel (t = 10.5 ms) and a double-exponential fit for the
mutant (t1 = 1.3 ms, t2 = 9.2 ms).
similar experiments with a-hemolysin, thus providing a characteristic time delay in the current
blockades that reveals the kinetics of structural
transitions (26–28).
For one set of experiments, we used a DNA
hairpin with a 9–base pair stem flanked by 50
thymidines on the 3′ end and 6 thymidines on the
5′ end (Fig. 3A). The hairpin molecules were initially added to the cis side of a lipid membrane
containing a single synthetic DNA channel that
displayed a stable current baseline without gating.
Application of a positive voltage bias led to capture, unzipping, and translocation of the hairpin
structures, resulting in transient current blockades
(Fig. 3, A and B). Reversal of the bias after ~30 min
again led to transient current blockades, this time
caused by molecules that had accumulated in
the trans compartment by previous translocation through the DNA channel. The blockade amplitudes for both translocation directions were
DIcis-trans = 11.9 T 2.7 pA and DItrans-cis = 20.3 T
4.2 pA. The blockade dwell times were distributed exponentially, with a characteristic life-
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time of tcis-trans = 1.5 ms and ttrans-cis = 1 ms,
respectively (Fig. 3C).
In another set of experiments, we added
quadruplex-forming oligonucleotides with a singlestranded tail consisting of 60 thymidines (Q-T60)
to the cis side of a membrane containing a single
synthetic DNA channel (Fig. 3, D and E). Again
we observed transient current blockades, which
correspond to the capture and threading of quadruplex DNA molecules into the channel, followed
by unfolding and subsequent translocation through
the pore. Removal of the analyte from the cis
compartment restored a stable baseline current
without blockades. Subsequent addition of quadruplex DNA with a longer 125-deoxythymidine
(dT) tail (Q-T125) led to larger current blockades.
The average current blockades were DIQ-T60 =
5.6 T 1.0 pA and DIQ-T125 = 15.3 T 2.3 pA, respectively. The larger current blockade for Q-T125
relative to Q-T60 translocations can be explained
by the larger volume occupied in the channel
by the longer T125 tail than by the T60 tail (text
S7). The blockade dwell times were distributed

www.sciencemag.org
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Fig. 3. DNA translocation studies. (A) Addition of DNA hairpins (T5-HP-T50)
to a DNA channel at V = 200 mV results in the appearance of current
blockades, indicating unzipping and translocation of hairpin molecules from
cis to trans. Hairpins accumulated on the trans side can also be transferred
back from trans to cis by a reversal of the transmembrane voltage. (B)
Representative blockade events for forward (top) and backward (bottom)
translocation of DNA hairpins. (C) Scatterplot for the translocation of T5-HPT50 DNA through a DNA channel from cis to trans (blue) and from trans to cis
side (gray) at V = 200 mV, and corresponding histograms. Each data point
corresponds to a single translocation event. In total, 777 forward and 379
exponentially, with characteristic lifetimes of
tQ-T60 = 9.7 ms and tQ-T125 = 8.1 ms. Thus, like
biological pores, our synthetic DNA channels
can be used as sensing devices to discriminate
analyte molecules by studying their translocation
characteristics.
In addition to single-molecule sensing, the
synthetic DNA channels introduced here open
up broad perspectives for applications as antimicrobial agents and interference with cellular
homeostasis. More generally, we believe that
fully synthetic lipid membrane channels are a
crucial first step toward harnessing ion flux for

backward events were analyzed. (D) Top: Typical current trace at V = 200 mV
after addition of 10 mM Q-T60 DNA. Middle: Current trace after rinsing with
buffer solution. Bottom: Current trace after subsequent addition of 10 mM
Q-T125 DNA to the same channel. (E) Representative blockade events for
Q-T60 DNA (top) and Q-T125 DNA (bottom). (F) Scatterplot of current
blockade versus dwell time for the translocation of Q-T60 DNA (red) and Q-T125
DNA (black) through the DNA channel. In total, 631 Q-T60 events and 279
Q-T125 events were analyzed; corresponding histograms are shown; the
lines correspond to single-exponential fits (top histogram) and Gaussian fits
(right histograms).

driving sophisticated nanodevices inspired by the
rich functional diversity of natural membrane
machines, such as ion pumps, rotary motors, and
transport proteins.
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Coherent Phonon Heat Conduction
in Superlattices
Maria N. Luckyanova,1* Jivtesh Garg,1* Keivan Esfarjani,1 Adam Jandl,2 Mayank T. Bulsara,2
Aaron J. Schmidt,3 Austin J. Minnich,4 Shuo Chen,5 Mildred S. Dresselhaus,6,7 Zhifeng Ren,5
Eugene A. Fitzgerald,2 Gang Chen1†
The control of heat conduction through the manipulation of phonons as coherent waves in solids
is of fundamental interest and could also be exploited in applications, but coherent heat
conduction has not been experimentally confirmed. We report the experimental observation of
coherent heat conduction through the use of finite-thickness superlattices with varying numbers of
periods. The measured thermal conductivity increased linearly with increasing total superlattice
thickness over a temperature range from 30 to 150 kelvin, which is consistent with a coherent
phonon heat conduction process. First-principles and Green’s function–based simulations further
support this coherent transport model. Accessing the coherent heat conduction regime opens a new
venue for phonon engineering for an array of applications.
eat conduction usually occurs by a random walk of thermal energy carriers
such as phonons, electrons, or molecules. During the last two decades, size effects
on phonon heat conduction that lead to a deviation from this random walk behavior have
drawn considerable attention (1). Most experimental observations of phonon size effects can
be explained by invoking the Casimir picture,
wherein phonons travel ballistically or quasiballistically through the internal region of the
specimen and scatter at interfaces and boundaries (2). Such classical size effects are important for a wide range of applications including

H

thermoelectric energy conversion and microelectronic thermal management.
In this classical size regime, the phase information carried by phonons is lost through the
diffuse scattering of phonons at boundaries and
by internal scattering processes. However, it should
be possible to control the conduction of heat by
manipulating phonon waves through, for example, stop-band formation in periodic structures (3),
soliton waves (4), and phonon localization (5).
Such manipulations require that heat-carrying phonons maintain their phase information throughout the heat conduction process. Coherent phonons
in superlattices (SLs) have been observed with

Fig. 1. (A) Cross-sectional TEM image of the 3-period (pd) SL. (Inset) HRTEM
image of one of the interfaces. Measured thermal conductivity of GaAs/AlAs
SLs as a function of (B) number of periods in the SL for different temperatures
and (C) temperature for different SL thicknesses. If the interfaces in the SLs
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Raman and acoustic reflection and transmission
experiments, but these experiments probe a single frequency (6–8), rather than the integrated
distribution associated with heat transfer. Thus,
a conclusive demonstration of coherent phonon
heat conduction remains an open challenge.
The term “coherent” has different meanings
in different fields. Typically, it is used to characterize the source of a nearly monochromatic wave
and implies a measurable phase relationship for
a given time interval during wave propagation.
Although this definition applies to a monochromatic wave, it does not apply to heat conduction,
which involves all the thermally excited phonons
in a structure. To clarify the meaning of coherent
heat conduction, we consider heat conduction
across the thickness of a thin film. In the Casimir
classical size effect regime, broadband phonons
thermally excited at one boundary traverse the
1
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destroy the phonon coherence, the measured thermal conductivity is expected
to be independent of the number of periods. Below 150 K, the linearity of the
thermal conductivity versus length suggests that phonon heat conduction in
these SLs is coherent.
SCIENCE
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